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How can I use options
to generate income
in my portfolio?
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610.560.0400
877.430.7382

FEATURED ADVISOR
Timothy E. Flatley, ChFC®, President

COMPENSATION METHOD
Asset-based, fixed and hourly fees

ASSOCIATION MEMBERSHIP
Association for Corporate Growth

ASSETS UNDER MANAGEMENT
Available on request

PRIMARY CUSTODIAN FOR
INVESTOR ASSETS
Charles Schwab

EMAIL
flatleyt@sterling-advisors.com

MINIMUM FEE FOR INITIAL MEETING
None required
FINANCIAL SERVICES EXPERIENCE
30 years

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES PROVIDED
Planning, investment-advisory and
money-management services

WEBSITE
www.sterling-advisors.com
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ll investors seem to be in constant
search of income from their portfolios. At a time when the 10-year
Treasury is yielding only 1.8 percent,
creating income from bonds is challenging. Beyond paltry yields, bonds
also carry the risk of loss of principal
should interest rates rise.
The result is clear: The Federal Reserve
has painted everyone into a corner with
the low-yield environment it’s fostered.
Meanwhile, clients keep approaching
us looking for the elusive investment
that yields 4 percent with no principal
fluctuation. Our solution is a diversified
portfolio of income solutions, from
government, corporate and high-yield
bonds to preferred stocks and common
stocks with strong dividends.
Another often-overlooked income
opportunity involves selling call options

against stocks. The word “option” may
conjure thoughts of speculation and risk.
However, selling a call option merely involves
selling away the future appreciation of a
stock, which is why it’s safer to own the
stock that you sell the call option against,
a scenario known as a “covered call.”

An investor can earn a high percentage of income
by selling a call option.
An investor can earn a high percentage of
income by selling a call option. For example,
Apple is presently trading at around $115. If
you buy 100 shares of Apple, the cost will be
$11,500. After buying the stock, you could
then sell the June 2017 $115 call option for
the equivalent of $7 per share, for a return
of 6.09 percent against your stock for a
seven-month period.
There are three potential outcomes. The
first assumes that Apple was trading above
$115 per share in June 2017. Since the option
allows the buyer to acquire the stock at $115,
the buyer will execute the option and you
will have to sell him or her the stock. It’s
unfortunate that you didn’t earn the full
stock appreciation, but your 6.09 percent
return is still impressive.
The second outcome assumes the stock
remains at $115 at expiration. There is no
value to exercising the option, and you
keep the option premium for the 6.09 percent return.
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The third outcome assumes that the
Apple share price falls below $115 by June
2017. This may be discouraging, as you have
lost value in your stock holding. However,
there is some solace, as the 6.09 percent
return from the option premium has cushioned the fall.

TERLING INVESTMENT ADVISORS RECOGNIZES THAT EVERY SITUATION—
EDUCATING CHILDREN, BUILDING RETIREMENT WEALTH, INSURING AGAINST
LOSS, REDUCING TAXES, PLANNING ESTATES, SETTING UP TRUSTS, ETC.—

BRINGS ITS OWN COMPLEXITIES. The objective of the firm’s team concept is to help

There are several components to how an
option is valued. The difference between the
stock price and the option strike price is a
major determinant, as is the length of time
until the exercise date. The more time remaining until that date, the greater the component’s value. The last component is the
volatility index or “fear gauge” of the market. When the market is more fearful, this
component has a larger effect.
Unlike European options that transact
only at expiration, U.S. options can be traded
for the duration of the option contract. If
we buy Apple and sell the “at the market”
call option (the strike price is the same as
the current stock price), we can wait for the
expiration of the option, or close the position earlier.
Every day, the option melts away and
loses value to the decay of the time element.
If the stock price declines relative to the
strike price, the option loses value as well.
These circumstances provide the opportunity to close the option at a reduced price
and lock in a profit.
A qualified professional should assist you
with these complex transactions. However,
covered calls may be a valuable addition to
the income strategy of your portfolio, particularly when they can provide some stability
in a time of volatile markets. l

clients develop a support group of professionals to delegate the management of these
issues. Sterling Investment Advisors, an independent wealth-management firm, is
recognized as one of the Top 10 Independent Investment Advisors in Philadelphia by
Barron’s WCO. The firm was named three times to the Philadelphia 100, honoring “the
fastest-growing privately held entrepreneurial companies in the Philadelphia region”;
has 30 years of investment experience with an independent orientation; and utilizes
proprietary trading strategies, with assets held at Charles Schwab.
Please visit Sterling Investment Advisors’ website at www.sterling-advisors.com
and view the exclusive welcome letter for Worth magazine readers. l
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